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All content and images are
property of their original owners

and authors. All material is
provided for educational purposes

only and is not intended to
substitute for obtaining

professional medical advice or
other health care. How do I get

v1.1.1? The software will be
released in this form with the
manuals and with the new usb

cable until the first day of launch.
I have only 1 month remaining for
the launch.Â . The version 1.1.1 is

a fixed version of the previous
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revision (1.1.0) and has to be
installed the first time, if you do
not have any error during the

installation process and no error is
displayed, then the software was
installed without errors, but there
are no USB cable errors and do

not have time to stop to
configure? Their cable came in
the box all right. How can I be

sure the software is NOT already
installed?Â . I had USB cable

errors and I stopped to configure
and run the setup. Now Windows

is starting to reinstall the software
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and now I have a blinking cursor
in the screen, but no display of
the Setup Wizard. I have waited
over one hour and nothing. Do I
have to reboot?Â . The software
will be released in this form with

the manuals and with the new usb
cable until the first day of launch.
I have only 1 month remaining for

the launch.Â . I have the OCR
Software v9.6 and this is the

correct USB cable because I have
the same cable I usually use for
my Microsoft Surface Pro 2.Â .
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9002: The system cannot find the
file specified after start up. This is

a known issue with KODAK PIX
PRO MM 4.2. There was a reply

saying: The drivers for the camera
are available in the Setup app.Â . I

am using Windows 7 Home
Premium 32 bit edition and the

cable is the normal
KODAK/YOURPC cable. This same
cable was used in my Windows 8
laptop that had no such error.Â .

The error is 9002 which says
something like missing drivers.Â .
To save time, I tried connecting
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via the KODAK cable, which I have
used successfully in the past. Â
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